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Abstract
This paper presents a method for behavioral synthesis of asynchronous circuits. Our approach aims at providing a synthesis flow which is very similar to what is found in existing synchronous design tools. We adapt the synchronous behavioral synthesis abstraction into the asynchronous handshake domain by introducing a computation model, which resembles the synchronous datapath and control architecture, but which is completely asynchronous. The datapath and control architecture is then expressed in the Balsa-language, and using syntax directed compilation a corresponding handshake circuit implementation is produced. The paper also reports area, speed and power figures for a couple of benchmark circuits, which have been synthesized to layout.

1 Introduction
Asynchronous circuits have a number characteristics that can be exploited to advantage in the design of current and future submicron integrated circuits, and the design and implementation of asynchronous circuits is by now well understood [8, 10, 16, 19]; However, in order to enable a more widespread adaptation of asynchronous design, access to efficient high level synthesis tools is crucial and unfortunately such tools are largely lacking. In this paper we outline a complete behavioral synthesis flow, and present some important steps of this flow which uses traditional front-end behavioral synthesis techniques and which uses an existing asynchronous synthesis tool as the backend.

Figure 1 illustrates the synchronous and asynchronous design flows that are typical of today, and it shows where the work presented in this paper fits in. The details will be explained below and in the following section.

Synthesis of synchronous circuits, which is illustrated in the left column of figure 1, has succeeded in raising the level of abstraction to that of specifying circuits at the behavioral level. From a behavioral description in a language like VHDL, Verilog or System-C some intermediate representation is extracted – often a control data flow graph (CDFG). From the CDFG the classic synthesis tasks [15] of scheduling, allocation, and binding is performed resulting in a RTL level circuit description which is then synthesized into gate level circuits and eventually a layout.

Synthesis of asynchronous circuits is illustrated in the right column of figure 1. It is less mature and several somewhat different approaches is being pursued. The most influential of the available synthesis tools falls in two categories: (i) synthesis of large-scale RTL level circuits based on syntax directed compilation from CSP-like languages: Tangram [3, 20], OCCAM [4], Balsa [2], ACK [14] and TAST [18], and (ii) syn-
thesis of small-scale sequential control circuits [9, 11]. The tools that perform syntax directed compilation target a library of so-called handshake components; some examples will appear in section 5. The handshake components can be designed using in principle any of the sequential control circuit synthesis tools.

The syntax directed compilation approach is radically different from the behavioral synthesis flow used by designers of synchronous circuits; the compiler merely performs a one-to-one mapping of the program text into a corresponding circuit structure. Although syntax directed compilation does allow the designer to work at a relatively high level it does not provide any optimizations; “what you program is what you get”. In some situations this can be considered an advantage but in general it puts more burden on the designer: exploring alternative implementations requires actually programming these, whereas in a traditional synchronous synthesis flow, the designer can quickly and easily experiment with different constraints and goals and in this way create alternative implementations from the same program text. In our work we use Balsa as a back-end and take advantage of the one-to-one mapping which allow us to describe specific implementations at a high level.

It is interesting to note that the internal representation of circuit behavior used in synchronous behavioral synthesis is actually based on an asynchronous model – a CDFG, i.e., a dependency graph expressing the control- and data-flow of the application. This naturally raises the question, addressed in this paper: Is it possible to apply the transformations and optimizations used in synchronous synthesis, for asynchronous design as well?

The design flow that we target in our work is illustrated in figure 1, and as illustrated this paper focus on behavioral synthesis, i.e. transforming a CDFG representation into a structural netlist of handshake components (represented as a Balsa program). In this way we leverage existing and mature tools and techniques for both high level design of synchronous circuits and (back end) synthesis tools for asynchronous design. The contribution of this paper is the addition of behavioral synthesis to asynchronous circuit design in the form of automatic resource sharing and constraint based design space exploration. In particular our contributions are: (1) an abstract event based computation model, (2) synthesis algorithms for scheduling, allocation and binding and (3) a suitable target implementation template. We have previously studied scheduling algorithms usable in this context [17] and there is nothing preventing the use of scheduling algorithms developed by other researchers [5, 12].

The paper is organized as follows: Section 3 introduces the concept which allows us to adapt the techniques from synchronous behavioral synthesis into behavioral synthesis of asynchronous design. Section 4 describes details of the asynchronous datapaths. Section 5 briefly explains the Balsa templates, and finally section 6 presents and discusses some results on the efficiency of the approach.

2 Related work

The introduction mentioned a number of asynchronous high level synthesis tools. Tangram [3, 20] is a proprietary tool of Phillips. It is quite mature and has been used to design circuits which are currently in production. Balsa [2] is a somewhat similar tool which has been developed by the University of Manchester and which is available in the public domain. These tools are based on syntax directed compilation where there is a one-to-one correspondence between the program source and the resulting circuit and where the control is highly distributed. TAST [18] and in particular ACK [14], involve the generation of a datapath and one or more centralized controllers. ACK is no longer supported and TAST is not available in the public domain.

A number of papers have presented work on synthesizing asynchronous circuits from DFG or CDFG representations, but they are surprisingly few and they have a different and/or more limited scope [1, 6, 7, 13]. The first paper limits itself to DFGs and focus mostly on a synthesis algorithm and its runtime. The remaining papers address synthesis from a CDFG representation and they target solutions where a centralized controller or a distributed structure of controllers are specified at the level of individual signal transitions (in the form of signal transition graphs or burst-mode state graphs).

Our approach is different in that it targets handshake components and syntax directed compilation. This makes it both simpler and more powerful: Simpler because the controller is synthesized implicitly in a distributed fashion whereas in the previously published approaches it represents a major task of the synthesis. And more powerful because Balsa allows very large circuits to be synthesized.

Some research seems to indicate that the distributed control and the handshake signaling, which characterize circuits produced by syntax directed compilation, results in poor speed. To alleviate this a number of low-level post-synthesis techniques are being used. One approach is peephole optimization which replaces common structures of handshake components
with simpler ones [20, 12] and other approaches involve re-synthesis from a specification of the behavior of one or more handshake components into a more efficient implementation [5]. In any case this work is orthogonal to the work presented in this paper where focus is on high level synthesis.

3 From synchronous to asynchronous behavioral synthesis

Let us first review and analyze the elements of synchronous behavioral synthesis. The target for behavioral synthesis is a hardware architecture consisting of a datapath which is able to perform a set of operations, and a controller which controls the execution sequence of these operations in order to perform a given application. A key issue in behavioral synthesis is to reuse hardware resources for the different operations in order to minimize area, and to explore possible parallelism by executing several hardware resources concurrently in order to increase performance.

Most behavioral synthesis tools make optimizations based on a CDFG which is extracted from a behavioral specification of the circuit behavior. This specification may be expressed in a hardware description language such as VHDL, Verilog or SystemC, or in a traditional programming language such as C, C++ or Java. Behavioral synthesis tools for synchronous systems use modern compiler techniques to translate source code into some variant of a CDFG as part of their front-end. This process is well understood [15] and will not be addressed in this paper.

Based on the CDFG, synchronous behavioral synthesis tools perform three sets of transformations in order to create a suitable hardware architecture;

- Scheduling, in which operator nodes of the CDFG are grouped into operation-groups or time-slots, and where the execution of the next operation-group is handled by a synchronization event, $E^i$, where $i$ strictly orders the events in time. In the case of synchronous behavioral synthesis $E^i$ is controlled by the system clock.

- Allocation, in which the minimum hardware resources/functional units (FUs), required for execution of the operation-groups are determined.

- Binding (or assignment), where individual operator nodes are tied to specific hardware resources.

The synchronization events determine (i) the beginning of executing an operation (ii) writing the result of an operation.

The CDFG extracted in the synchronous behavioral synthesis is a 1-bounded colored Petri net, where colors represent data values, edges represent places, and nodes represent transitions. Interestingly, the Petri net model is based on an asynchronous execution semantics which should make it a obvious model for asynchronous synthesis as well. In the synchronous synthesis, figure 2 (left), operations are ordered according to a global synchronization event, $E^i$, i.e., read events ($E_{r,j}$) for operator $j$ happens at the same point in time as the write events ($E_{w,i}$) for operator $i$ in the previous operation-group: $E_{w,i}^0 = E_{r,j}^0 = E^0$, and furthermore all operations in an operation-group are executed simultaneously: $E_{w,i}^0 = E_{r,j}^0 = E^0$.

If we relax these assumptions: $E_{w,i} \neq E_{r,j}$ and $E_{r,j} \neq E_{r,k}$ as shown in figure 2 (right), and if we make these synchronization events controlled by the controller, we can create a hardware architecture consisting of a datapath and a controller as shown figure 3. It resembles the synchronous architecture but it is completely asynchronous. For this model to oper-
ate with arbitrary synchronization events, the computation part (functional units) has to act as an independent process, with its own local control, decoupled from the storage. In this way we have adopted the synchronous abstraction to the asynchronous handshake domain.

This idea allows us to use any of, but not restricted to, the many synchronous behavioral synthesis techniques to obtain a hardware architecture (datapath and controller) and then to implement this architecture using asynchronous circuit techniques. At the same time, this idea allows the use of behavioral synthesis techniques operating in continuous time.

4 Datapath synthesis

Lets assume we are given a CDFG and that scheduling, allocation and assignment has been performed as shown in figure 4 using the FU library shown in table 1. The FU library have been normalized with respect to the ALU component. We will consider the schedule to operate in continuous time. However it is of no importance whether the schedule have been obtained using an asynchronous scheduling method or through a synchronous method which have been relaxed into continuous time, as discussed in the previous section. Note that the operator nodes have been labeled: 1,2,...,8 and temporary data: w0,w1,...,w7. The branch part of the CDFG, nodes {6,7,8}, gives rise to two paths in the schedule. Determined by the execution of node 4, either 6 and then 8, or 7.

The scheduling in figure 4 results in the fastest execution of the CDFG on a datapath containing only one Mult and one ALU component.

The general structure of the asynchronous datapath is shown in figure 5 and it follows the computation model presented in the previous section. The internal variables (L0...Ln) in our datapath are implemented as latches. The functional units (FU0...FUm) are implemented as independent processing units, with local control, wrapping the computation part with latches on both input and output ports. The functional units can be simple combinatorial blocks or they can be augmented with input and output latches. This choice has consequences on circuit area, lifetime of the variables, speed and power consumption. In this paper we assume that the functional units have normally opaque latches on input and output ports. This is somewhat arbitrary choice and has no fundamental implications on the approach or the synthesis algorithms. The use of input and output latches tends to increase speed and to reduce power consumption by preventing spurious signal transitions to propagate beyond latch boundaries. If input and output latches are not used, more variable latches may be needed in the datapath in order to accommodate the longer lifetime requirements and in order to avoid auto assignments.

To compute the life times we need to determine how long a variable is to be kept. Since our FUs have input latches we only need to hold the variable until it have been read for the last time, at the start of the last computation. This reduces the variable life time requirements, leading to a possible reduction in the number of variables needed. We estimate the overhead for reading and writing a result to a variable latch to be $t_\Delta = 1/3t_{ALU}$, which is added to the variable lifetime.
For our example, the variable lifetime using this latch convention is shown in figure 6. We can use the left-edge algorithm [15] to find the minimum number of latches required in the datapath, which in this case is 4 latches. The resulting variable to latch assignment is shown in figure 7.

With the FU allocation, operator to FU assignment and variable latch assignment the datapath can be constructed by connecting the components through multiplexors. The datapath for our example is shown in figure 8. The controller to this circuit implements the schedule and starts the FUs with the right data at their designated times.

5 Balsa implementation

For implementing the controller and datapath in asynchronous hardware, we are utilizing the Balsa CAD framework. In figure 9 is shown the Balsa handshake circuit equivalent to our datapath from figure 8. Such a Balsa handshake circuit is built from handshake components which implements the equivalent RTL operations as latching data, multiplexing data, addition etc. Each of these handshake components has its own local asynchronous control to ensure proper asynchronous functionality and to handle the asynchronous handshake communication protocol [19]. Besides these asynchronous handshake components which have their equivalent RTL counter parts, there are the demux components which handles "wireforks", and more importantly the transfer handshake components connecting the asynchronous controller with the datapath; the latter play the role of event synchronizers, refer to figure 3, controlling the computation. These extra components augments the mux layers with sublayers of demux and transfer components. Notice the mux components implement a merge functionality and is not directly connected to the controller, neither are the latches, demuxes or FUs (except the opr control signal), only the transfer components are connected to the controller. The FUs are autonomous components which start computing when all their input data is present. Using these components and our computation model, there is a one to one correspondence between the datapath of figure 8 and figure 9.

In our design we use a bundled data 4-phase protocol where signals contain a 1 bit request and a 1 bit acknowledge wire additional to the data wires. Furthermore, the transfer components degenerate to simple wire connections containing no logic.

As an example of how the datapath is constructed using the Balsa-language consider the assignment of subtraction operator 3 (figure 4) to ALU FU1 (figure 9). This subtraction operator has inputs $w_0$ and $w_1$ and output $w_2$ ($w_2 = w_0 - w_1$), assigned to variables L0, L1 and L0 respectively. Starting the computation is...
performed by executing the following parallel Balsa-statement:

\[ \text{FU1\_opr<-alu\_sub} || \text{FU1\_a<-L0} || \text{FU1\_b<-L1} \]

This set of parallel channel assignment statements tells FU1 to perform a subtraction, and to use the data of L0 and L1. The result \( w_2 \) of the computation is written to L0 using the following Balsa-statement:

\[ \text{FU1\_z<-L0} \]

Both statements will synchronize the controller with the ALU using the transfer components. Due to the design of the FUs with both input and output latches, the controller and the rest of the datapath is free to do other work while FU1 computes. The reading of input X0 to the internal variable L0 and placing the results of internal variable L0 on output channels Y0 is executed in a similar way. These Balsa-statements: (i) starting a computation, (ii) writing the result of computation or (iii) communicating with the outside world, implements the events described in section 3. These are then sequenced in the right order, using the Balsa-sequence operator ";" implementing our schedule.

The full details of implementing the circuits in Balsa with conditional computation, as well as explaining the optimizations which can be performed both to improve the computation speed, reduce temporary variables, and to decouple the control circuit to take advantage of possible variable computation times is beyond the scope of this paper. The full Balsa program of our running example, implementing the controller and datapath, is shown in figure 10.

6 Results

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed approach and in order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed implementation template we have synthesized different versions of a couple of benchmark circuits, FIR and HAL, and we have simulated the post place-and-route netlists. In this way we are reporting speed, area and energy figures for actual circuit implementations. It is important to stress the results do not represent
The simulation results have been obtained using the following steps: (1) Given a CDFG and circuit constraints in the form of a maximum resource allocation our tool produces a corresponding Balsa program. In this process we target an operator-library consisting of an ALU and a multiplier, and these operators are themselves implemented as small Balsa program modules. (2) The Balsa CAD-tools are then used to generate a Verilog netlist of the asynchronous circuit (single rail 4-phase early protocol) and the Cadence CAD tools are used to generate the corresponding layout. We are using the 0.18µm STM standard-cell technology, which have been augmented with standard cell components for implementing various special asynchronous components such as Muller C-elements. (3) Finally simulation results are obtained by simulating the Verilog netlist together with extracted layout information (as discussed above). It should be noted that resource sharing leads to more control circuitry (as discussed above). In order to estimate the overhead of the control circuitry which is introduced by resource sharing, we can use the figures in table 3 and estimate the cost of an ideal resource shared implementation, e.g. an implementation in which the added control has zero area, latency and energy consumption. Such ideal figures are shown in table 4. Comparing tables 4 and 2 it is seen that the control circuitry introduced by resource sharing accounts for 10-30% of the area and 0-15% of the speed, whereas it does not affect energy consumption (as discussed above). It should be noted that the are figure conforms with, figures reported by the tool Balsa-cost which provides cost estimates at the handshake-component level.

The results in table 2 shows that resource sharing saves area at the expense of reduced speed. This is as could be expected. Concerning energy consumption it is interesting to note that it remains constant. Given that resource sharing leads to more control circuitry for the same computation, an increase in energy consumption could be expected. It seems that the smaller size of the layout and the reduced wirelength, which results from this leads to a power saving which corresponds to the increase caused by the added control.

In order to estimate the overhead of the control circuitry which is introduced by resource sharing, we can use the figures in table 3 and estimate the cost of an ideal resource shared implementation, e.g. an implementation in which the added control has zero area, latency and energy consumption. Such ideal figures are shown in table 4. Comparing tables 4 and 2 it is seen that the control circuitry introduced by resource sharing accounts for 10-30% of the area and 0-15% of the speed, whereas it does not affect energy consumption (as discussed above). It should be noted that the are figure conforms with, figures reported by the tool Balsa-cost which provides cost estimates at the handshake-component level.

We find these results encouraging and in support of the design flow, the implementation template, and the approach to resource sharing, which is proposed by this paper.

7 Conclusion

The paper presented a design-flow for behavioral synthesis of asynchronous circuits and it makes the

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{id} & \text{Alg.} & \text{*} & \text{A [\mu m^2]} & \text{E [nJ]} \\
\hline
1 & \text{FIR} & 8 & 124.7 & 0.877 & 2.95 \\
2 & \text{FIR} & 2 & 284.8 & 0.282 & 2.80 \\
3 & \text{HAL} & 5 & 171.2 & 0.667 & 2.03 \\
4 & \text{HAL} & 2 & 309.6 & 0.260 & 1.89 \\
5 & \text{HAL} & 1 & 397.4 & 0.151 & 2.01 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 2: Layout results.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{FU} & \sigma & \text{t [ns]} & \text{A [\mu m^2]} & \text{E [nJ]} \\
\hline
\text{ALU} & \{+, -, >\} & 25.5 & 0.0112 & 0.0266 \\
\text{Mult} & \{\cdot\} & 56.3 & 0.105 & 0.314 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 3: FU library (16-bit) based on layout in 0.18µm technology, used by our synthesis algorithm.
following contributions: (i) A method for synthesizing a CDFG to a Balsa-description have been developed using a methodology closely related to, but not restricted to, traditional synchronous behavioral synthesis. This allows the designer to perform design space exploration by adding physical constraints to the circuit. (ii) Using this method and the Balsa and Cadence design tools five layouts have been designed and simulated. The results show that it is possible to do tradeoffs between area and circuit delay for asynchronous circuits. We find there is a 10 − 30 % area overhead and a 0 − 15 % time overhead and no power overhead implementing this method. We find these results encouraging and in support of the design flow, the implementation template, and the approach to resource sharing, which is proposed by this paper. Future work will include automating the front-end part of the flow, exploration and adaption of more synthesis algorithms, misc. optimizations at the circuit level and last but not least, more and larger benchmarks.
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